Greetings to all our Satanic Warriors and Family in Satan!

We will continue as we always do with our RTR Schedule. The schedule below will be largely focused in empowering us and at the same time keeping the enemy in check because they have been trying, yet again, from the backdoor, to push for censorship and poison the last bastions of free speech. This cannot be allowed to happen at any cost.

I don't know if people are aware in regards to a large earthquake that happened in the region of Iran and Iraq.

https://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-11-14/more-than-400-dead-from-earthquake-in-iran-iraq-border-area/9147060

Normally, seismologists have a forecast about very big earthquakes like that. There is some prediction from somewhere. These events are sometimes an 'omen'. Earthquakes and other issues have been happening on regions who generally have had a very big wave of negativity coming to them. One can assume these events as natural, yes, but on a largest spectrum, if one knows the occult, one can grow a bit suspicious.

I wouldn't be sure, but there is a possibility this was a man made disaster. Incidents like that are not just coincidences anymore, because there is technology, and of course, there is spiritual weaponry that can create a lot of such disasters. Then there are about thousands of Rabbis in Israel literally doing gazillions of rituals against other people in the Middle East, so they will die and suffer. This has been going for centuries, it's nothing new.

What is different now is that other people with occult knowledge, us, can do something about it.

There is also another thing that has resulted in war many times before. People knowing about the Jews. If the Jews don't get their way to censor and destroy their enemies through bypassing laws, constitutions, and other sly methods, they put countries and continents into a state of war until people have serious life problems to deal with. If they have power enough, they do it and they have done it before many times. In the Middle East, everyone is jew aware. They know the Jews. However the Jews have also injected them with Islam so people cannot advance and try to seize their ground properly.

They of course further it with their imperialism and push these countries to poverty, suffering and war. Of course the Palestinians and many others aren't only plagued
by some Earthquake. Their life is largely a living torment. They pay for the 'sin' of
existing in what the jew invented is suddenly their own.

This is abnormal to happen, especially considering that many of the countries in the
Middle East had growing civilization closely a century ago that could provide them a
better life. The same is the case in Syria, they just won't let the people there alone
either. They want to conquer the Middle East while destroying all the remains of
other civilizations in these regions.

Because they are aware the West will try to help, they also weaken the West
through this. To usurp everything in the end.

For those who think that they only do bad things to "White People", they have seen
nothing. Just go see what they do to people in Palestine and what the Middle East
has become of them, and one sees quickly the myth of the "Good Jew" being
debunked. The Torah tells these people that the earth belongs to them and that
they are to do as they see fit to this planet. And all the "Animals in human form", the
"Goyim", the Gentile people on it. So the fate of those under the jewish blade now,
will be the fate tomorrow of those who sleep on this and do nothing.

The situation in the Middle East is a very important matter. Russia and the USA are
now getting involved to counteract "ISIS". But we all know who "ISIS" is. If anything
gets derailed, there can be dramatic consequences. Such as for example the jews
creating a socket event so they can push war from the backdoor. An "Accident" of
an American airplane shooting down a Russian one, or a Russian rocket being fired
into American troops, ((("Accidents"))) like that which can lead easily to WW3.

The above can come from within as the jews are just shrieking for a war, or dismay.
It has always been what they loved doing upon this world. So we will do some
preventive RTR's, to help boost energies we have placed up before. People
remember when we did the RTR's, how this cut and saved many other matters
before. These were cut off short in a few days after we did these. If thousands didn't
raise energy on the higher spheres, it could have been different.

If the War in the Middle East stops, and the scheming issues there are defeated,
this will give zero reason to the jews to bring anymore people in Europe as well. So
there will be no justification for the jewish triple axis policy. I.e., destroy the ME, fill
their enemies with people that will dilute their enemies, and expand Israel
meanwhile, all while stirring problems between the two largest world powers.

We have to stop this spiritually. Power in this planet is completely imbalanced and
creates grave injustice. Gradually, this can change.

**Below is the Schedule of RTRs [LINKS BELOW]:**

14. 72, 42, Communications, Prevent War RTR 1
15. 72, 42, Communications, Prevent War RTR's 2 and 3
16. 72, 42, Communications, Prevent War RTR's 1, 2 and 3 (One is extremely
small, it takes only a few mins)
17. 72, 42, Communications, Disarming The Enemy RTR
18. 72, 42, Communications, Disarming The Enemy RTR
19. 72, 42, Communications, Demonic Authority RTR
20. 72, 42, Communications, Demonic Authority RTR
21. 72, Destroying Jewish Rule & Domination Rituals
22. 72, Destroying Jewish Rule & Domination Rituals
23. 72, 42, Communications, Demonic Authority RTR
24. 72, 42, Communications, Demonic Authority RTR
25. 72, 42, Communications, Prevent War RTR 1
26. 72, 42, Communications, Prevent War RTR's 2 and 3
27. 72, 42, Communications, Prevent War RTR's 2 and 3
28. 72, 42, Communications, Prevent War RTR 1

[LINKS BELOW]:

42, [http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Ritual_42.html](http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Ritual_42.html)
Prevent War RTR 1,
Prevent War RTR 2,
Prevent War RTR 3,
[http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Reverse_Isaiah_171.htm](http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Reverse_Isaiah_171.htm)
Destroying Jewish Rule & Domination Rituals,
Demonic Authority RTR, [http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/2017_Solstice.htm](http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/2017_Solstice.htm)

- High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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